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Introduction
Some interceptor type missiles as presently formulated possess
programmed thrust magnitude history with a gimbaled engine to provide
steering. The present guidance scheme used on these missiles determines
the steering control and hence the direction of the thrust vector. We
examine one such missile and answer the question as to whether perfor-
mance can he improved if we allow a variable thrust magnitude together
with thrust direction to be controlled by some guidance scheme.
In order to take the first step in answering this question, two
trajectory optimization programs were written. These were designed to
determine optimal histories of thrust magnitude and direction in order
to obtain minimum time to interception for our missile under given
scenarios. While the programs are not in a finely tuned state, neverthe-
less, preliminary results indicate reductions in the time to intercept
by as much as thirty per cent from that obtained by the present scheme.
With tuning of the programs it seems reasonable to expect even greater
improvements and further investigation seems warranted.
Model
The missile model used was two dimensional since all test trajectories
were flown in a horizontal plane.
Letting the indicated terms have the meaning specified in the








The differential equations for this model are
la) f±
= y 2
lb) y. = TT-FA cos AT - FN _
y5 y5
i
Id) y. = TT-FA sin AT - FN _
y5 y5 2
le) y_ - - TT
8050
where i) y.,...,y_ are called state variables since they define the state
of the missile and TT,AT are called control variables since they control
the state through the equations 1); ii) FA, FN are functions of the velocity
vector and the control angle AT.
The constraints for this problem are
2a) < TT < 14400.0
TF
2b) / TTdt < 38,500
in which 2a) is a thrust level constraint which says that our thrust must be
non-negative and is bounded above by 14400 lbs. and 2b) is a condition on the
amount of fuel used.
Our task is, given the initial conditions
3a) y
1
, y 9 , y q , y, , y_
for the missile and
XA
for the target, then determine a history of TT, AT in time which
Detailed equations are presented in the Appendix
yields a minimum for the time of intercept TF. Using the penalty method to
include the constraint of target impact in the cost function, our cost
function is then









A. General Techniques Available
There are many ways to attack a problem of the type specified
above. For example;
a) the classical calculus of variations technique
b) gradient technique
c) conjugate gradient technique
Of these a) is an indirect method, which seeks a trajectory which satisfies
certain necessary conditions rather than seeking to reduce the cost function
directly. This method depends upon the choice of the initial values of
a set of multipliers called adjoint variables which satisfy a certain system
of differential equations. This choice is often a highly sensitive one and
instability in attempting to converge to a solution trajectory can result.
Methods b) and c) are direct methods in that they directly seek to
minimize the cost function by seeking new trajectories with lower values
of cost function. All of these methods are based on generating a sequence
of trajectories which converges to the minimizing one. The gradient
technique works by linearizing the cost function at each trajectory of
the sequence developed and iterates to the next trajectory of the sequence
by changing the controls in the direction opposite to the gradient. The
conjugate gradient technique is a step more sophisticated than the gradient
technique in that it generates new trajectories in its sequence by effectively
expanding the cost function in a Taylor Series up through the second order,
thus obtaining a more accurate representation of this function.
All of these methods together with a number of others were considered
for the problem at hand and because of greater sureness of convergence
the conjugate gradient method was selected.
B. Brief Description of the Conjugate Gradient Technique
This method is most easily described when discussing the problem
of minimizing a cost function which is a quadratic function of the N variables
x.,...,x . Thus assume that we are given the problem selecting values of
x..,...,x in order to obtain a minimum of the quadratic function
5) c(X) - d + BX + 1/2 X
T
GX
where: i) X denotes the vector (x..,...,x ); ii) d denotes a constant and B
denotes a constant vector; iii) G denotes the matrix of second partial
derivatives of c. Given a starting point X- the conjugate gradient method
computes a sequence of vectors H-., R. , . .
.
, along which the function c is
minimized. Thus starting at Xq the method computes a direction H which
depends on the cost function c and the point X_ and determines a value X_
which is a minimum of c in that direction. Next, a direction H is
computed at X. and c is minimized along that direction to produce the point
X9 . The sequence continues in this manner and it can be shown that in the
absence of round-off, the method will converge to the minimum point in at
most N iterations (where N is the dimension of the vector X)
.
In general, as in our case, the cost function is not quadratic. The
procedure then is to approximate the cost function by the first three terms
of its Taylor Series at each iteration point so that it has the form of a
quadratic and to develop the directions H. from those approximations as
outlined above for the quadratic case. Details of the conjugate gradient
method as originally developed by Hestenes for linear systems, are in [1]
and its application to general functions is explained in [2]. Furthermore
the technique of conjugate gradients works on more general functions than
functions of a finite number of variables and one may apply it with some
modification to functions of an infinite number of variables (see [3]).
Thus for a cost function which depends upon an infinite number of variables
as our cost function which depends upon the value of TT and AT at each
time point, one may use this technique to seek out those values which
minimize it.
C. Application of the Conjugate Gradient Technique to Our Problem
In order to apply the conjugate gradient technique to our problem,
two computer programs were written.
The first of these programs was written using the conjugate gradient
technique for an infinite number of variables as referred to above. This
program was never fully checked out due to lack of time.
The second program was written using the conjugate gradient method
for functions of a finite number of variables as outlined above. Now as
previously stated, the cost function for our problem depends upon infinite
dimensional controls, namely the magnitude TT and direction AT of the thrust
vector at each time point. However in any computing machine procedure for
integrating the differential equations for our problem, only values of
the controls TT and AT at a finite number of time points are used. For
example, in the simplest type of integration scheme, if the time interval
is denoted by DT and t , t, , t ,...t.... are the time points of the












y(tj+1 ) - y(tj) + yCt^-DT
y(TF) = y(TF-DT) + y(TF-DT)'DT
where y,y denote the state variable to be integrated and its derivative and
TF denotes the final time. In this scheme only the values of TT and AT at
the time points t affect the trajectory. Thus our cost function which
depends upon y at the final time in turn also depends on the values of TT
and AT only at these time points.
Thus, the computer really reduces the infinite dimensional problem
to a finite dimensional one. Furthermore if we take this into account
in formulating our model then our numerical optimization scheme which must
abide by such shortcomings of the computer, will be surer of success.
This then is the technique used to adapt the finite dimensional
conjugate gradient method to our problem. The integration scheme selected
is the one used on already existing trajectory computer programs for the






































where we have denoted by f i = 1,...,5 the right hand sides of 1). This
integration scheme essentially integrates the position components y and y_
by using the first two derivatives of position, while integrating the
velocity components y ? , y, and the mass y by using only the first deri-
vatives of these quantities.
Besides computation of the cost function at each iteration point, the
conjugate gradient method requires us also to compute the derivative of
the cost function with respect to the control variables TT(t ), AT(t ).
By the chain rule for differentiation, this requires that we first
differentiate the cost with respect to the state variables at TF and then
differentiate the state variables at TF with respect to the controls at
the times t.. The former derivatives are easily formed, however the latter
derivatives are formed sequentially as follows: According to the inte-
gration scheme 7) forming the derivative of y (i = 1,...,5) at t_ with
respect to AT(tQ ) and TT(tQ ) yields




* \ - i - 1.....53TT(t
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STTC^) = i = 1,...,5
and next, forming derivatives with respect to AT(t ) yields




















DT i = 2,4,5
9b)
3AT(t
Q ) 3AT(t )
5 3f 4 (tn ) *yfy)± K
j-i VV 3AT(to )
3f.(t )





















where the last equalities in 9b) result from 9a) and where f (t, ) means the
function f. evaluated with arguments y(t, ), AT(t, ), TT(t, ). Similar equations
hold for the derivatives with respect to TT(t-) and TT(t
n
). Continuing in
this fashion, then at time t, we form the derivatives of y.(t, ) with respect
to TT and AT at all time points up through t, . Forming the derivatives
with respect to AT at all such times. first we set, (as in 9) the derivative
with respect to AT(t, )
10a)
^) =0 1 = 1 5
while for the derivative with respect to AT at the immediately preceeding
time point t. .
k-1
iob)




DT i " 2 ' 4 ' 5
^i^
_




k-l } ^ AT(tk-l ) 9AT ( tk_l ) ' 2 i - 1.3
and finally, for the derivative with respect to AT at all other preceeding
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-jii ^j^k-i) 3AT(t fl ) '
+ i
3WVi> ^ <Vrj dt2
j-l 3yj (t^) 3AT(tg ) ' 2
with similar equations holding for the derivative with respect to TT at
all time points. It is recognized that all derivatives of the state y
required on the right hand side of 10) have already been formed at previous
steps in the process.
This procedure continues until we reach TF and thus obtain the
required derivatives of final state.
10
Since the cost function also depends upon TF, we are also required to
form the derivative of the cost with respect to TF, however this presents
no difficulty.
Results
In stating the results of using the above described computer program,
it is to be noted that there were severe time limitations on this initial
phase of the project so that only a minimal amount of time was left after
formulation, development and checkout of the basic computer program.
Consequently, the results presented herein are preliminary in the sense
that no "tuning" (such as problem scaling) of the computer program to
this problem was done. Such tuning will produce better and often very
significantly better results than the basic program. Nevertheless, the
results that were obtained indicate significant savings in time over those
obtained from the presently used guidance scheme.
The basic missile target scenario that was used had the target at
20,000 feet initial range. Both missile and target had initial velocity
of 800 feet per second. The missile heading and target aspect were varied

















The results of the conjugate gradient runs together with a comparison
to the results of the presently used guidance scheme- are presented in the
table which follows. In addition, plots of 6ome of these comparison
trajectories are also presented. In each plot is indicated the time of
intercept with the target. Finally the values of the control variables
TT and AT at each time point t are listed for each plot. The number of
such time points or equivalently the number of intervals in the integration
process is arbitrary and was generally selected to give roughly an interval
of .25 sec for the initial trajectory and time of flight which were used
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y Cfeet x 10 )
History of Thrust Magnitude (lbs.) and
Direction (Radians) at Each Time Point
Missile Heading -90
Target Aspect 90












































































History of Thrust Magnitude (lbs.) and
Direction (Radians) at Each Time Point
Missile Heading -90
Target Aspect 180













































































History of Thrust Magnitude (lbs.) and
Direction (Radians) at Each Time Point
Missile Heading -45
Target Aspect 90'













































































History and Thrust Magnitude (lbs.) and
Direction (Radians) at Each Time Point
Missile Heading -45
Target Aspect 180*
THRUST USED ANGLE USED
1. 367321582005183E-05 4.837170084295014










































































Con clus lens and Recommendations
From the table, the general pattern is that the conjugate gradient
trajectories have significantly shorter times to intercept for all cases
with the greatest improvement occurring for the longer duration trajectories
and the average improvement being around 25%. The general nature of the
conjugate gradient trajectory is to burn at full throttle for as long as
possible. It should be noted here that these results represent local
minimums of the cost function 4) and not global minimums. There are other
local minimums which may be significantly better than the ones obtained.
"Tuning" of the computer program and more experimentation with our cost
function, to determine its "hills and valleys," as a function of thrust
magnitude and direction history will enable us to achieve these.
The purpose of the initial phase of this project has been accomplished
in establishing the desirability of considering variable thrust engines in
conjunction with engine gimbling to provide trajectories with significantly
improved characteristics. Specifically, from these results the time to
intercept has been improved, but improvement in other characteristics such
as fuel used, can also be obtained. Furthermore, numerical results indicate
that an engine capable only of restarting in flight rather than a continuously
variable one achieves these improvements. (1)
It is noted here that this work establishes the presence of improved
trajectories over the ones presently being used. Such items as mechanization
of these trajectories into an actual missile have not been considered.
(1)
However, this type of control may not provide the global minimum
23
Suggestions
The following extensions of this work are suggested:
a) Tuning of the computer program (problem scaling)
b) Experimentation with additional cases and with the weighting factor
UN of the cost to determine the best value for reducing the time
to intercept
c) Modifying the program to consider minimizing the fuel used till
intercept or other trajectory parameters of interest
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